
DARLA SMOKING – LATEST  REVIEWS  
 
POPSCOTCH - 2018 
 
Darla Smoking is the latest project by Slovenian drummer Jaka Berger (Brgs), joined by 
electronic producer Nac, to coax us together with one of the most intriguing musical fusion in 
the previous year. The duo starts from drum and bass guitars as a common point of 
communication and revitalizes and extends its range of activities on each of the six tracks 
through a series of foggy incarnations of traditional music and singing, some panelling 
hallucinations, or for cyber times that emanate from their deep (but not an impenetrable) 
sound forests. Big Bug takes us slowly into their subversive monastic circles and a festive 
atmosphere of folk and spiritual music, and then continue with psychedelically chilly folk 
dances, arabesques, oriental rhythms and Greek music, presenting us a vibrant and fresh, 
(post) globally conscious music 21.st century that will definitely not leave you indifferent. 
(Marko Miličević) 
http://popscotch.org/ex-yu-redefining-folk-avant-contemporary-world-fusion-lpep-2017/ 
 
SIGIC – on MENT festival 2018 

Anyone who wanted to see the performance of Darla Smoking, had to step up and get to 
Channel Zero before the start of the show, otherwise he stayed in front of the fully occupied 
club. The duo, composed by percussionist Jaka Berger and Nac on synthesizers and 
electronics, released last year's Kapa Records debut titled Big Bug. A member of the duo 
embroidered into the dub music, covered in traditional music. The concert was also 
interesting because we wanted to check how Big Bug works, which one day before received 
mixed feelings in the listening session of music experts. According to the audience's 
response, the skeptics of the critics were superfluous. With this piece, the audience 
developed and remained in the dance element until the end of the concert, which lasted 
exactly 45 minutes. 
(Luka T. Zagoričnik, Dušan Mijanović, Gregor Bauman ) 
 
http://www.sigic.si/ment-ljubljana-koncertni-program-iii-dan.html 
 
INDIESTYLE.BE - on MENT festival 2018 
 
The penultimate act we saw at work is called Darla Smoking, and with that, we finally got a 
Slovenian act that suited us for choosing. The duo with live drums, keys and samples 
managed to create a compelling setting and took the audience on a journey to higher 
spheres. They did this through a mix of traditional sounds and modern electronic sounds, 
often danceable, with or without the necessary psychedelics. (Bart Somers)  
 
http://www.indiestyle.be/live/young-fathers-algiers-shht-en-5k-hd-bij-de-uitblinkers-van-ment-
ljubljana 
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MUZIKA.HR - on MENT festival 2018 

Last year's Darla Smoking album went quite unnoticed with us, although it was a respectable 
edition. These songs are even more live. Although there are only drum and sparkle 
keyboards, their music is powerful and ferocious. They may not have similar elements in their 
performance, but I would not be surprised if someone says that Darla Smoking is a 
Slovenian Chui. It makes sense - both bands are made by experienced musicians who have 
found themselves in new roles in which they want to explore music and test the boundaries. 
(Siniša Miklaužić ) 
 
http://www.muzika.hr/izvjestaji/zamenteni-u-snijegu-i-glazbi-glazbeni-best-of-menta/ 
 
TEGLA.RS - on MENT festival 2018 

Something like Turkish Forest Swords. When I say Turkish, I think more of the kind of music 
than of geography, because these guys are well known in the underground electronic scene 
in Slovenia. One is in charge of the rhythms, the second for the semifinals, and altogether 
gives a brilliant combo of music, oriental filing and dancing.(Daoš Dačić) 
 
http://www.tegla.rs/tegla-preporucuje-ment-festival/ 
 
BEEHY.PE – best of Slovenia 2017 

On a list dominated by sophomores and veterans, it’s a relief to see a new act make it in – 
and one with such a refreshing take on an established sound, no less. 
Whereas dub music often wanders through a haze of reverb and riddims, Darla Smoking 
successfully avoids monotony. In part by carefully curating folky samples from all over the 
world that imbue the songs with maturity, tradition and a dash of mysticism, and in part 
through the pounding percussion wizardry that boosts the songs’ power organically. 
Light one up, turn up the volume and see where the duo’s debut takes you. Bugging is a 
must! (Daniel Sheppard) 
 
http://beehy.pe/best-of-2017/slovenia-3/ 
 
 
MIC.gr 

The sequel is Darla Smoking , a duo from Slovenia that, with its sound, motivates me 

to get to the full of space where it appears. A mix of post rock, electronica and 

samples from traditional Balkan sounds creates a warm atmosphere, while the 

entrance of the bouzouki somewhere towards the end is surprisingly surprising. I can 

not understand the rebetiko song that Darla Smoking is shuffling but I promise to talk 

with them so I can find it. 

 

http://www.mic.gr/live-review/festival-ment-ljubljana-2018/31-01-2018 

 

 

 

DARLA SMOKING – BIG BUG ALBUM REVIEWS 
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RockOnNet webzine - 2017 
 
"With this seven new brilliant pieces, Big Bug album is a proof that people in faze of fast 
tempo of life are often times forced into skiping the specific singularities that make this world 
so beautiful, rich and verstile. With software manipulation and subjecting specific moments 
Darla Smoking knits new textures and giving traditional form new meenings, new eclectic 
channels of naration and is talking to modern alienated homo sapiens." 
Sandi Sadar Soba - RockOnNet webzine 
  
Radio Študent 89,3 MHz - 2017 
 
"Sugestive debut album Big Bug from duo Darla Smoking might, aldo is not the first to hear 
traditional music with new perspective, set new standards as much in production of 
electronic, dub and similar musics, as much as in relationship towards tradition. In their 
smokey caleidoscope this traditions are as alive and vibrant as the traditions should be... " 
Mario Batelić - Radio Študent 89,3 MHz 
  
 
Rockline.si  webzine - 2017 
 
"We got incredibly interesting, unusual, challenging and fresh album, full of penetrating 
aestetics in translating traditional melos of musics of the world into heart of retoric of 
electronic music. 
Aleš Podbrežnik - Rockline.si  webzine 
  
Terapija.net webzine - 2017 
 
"This is the beginning of a very cool , minimalistic and creative duo, who can, with as little 
brain as possible, achive great things, witch can give us all a big slap in the face on how 
stupid and narrowminded neonazis we all are, not seeing beyond the cult of our own 
genitals. " 
Horvi – Terapija.net webzine 
  
Odzven webzine - 2017 
 
"Music of Darla smoking witch could be bursting from any corner of the world, shows deep 
understanding of local context, its potencials and above all the gray areas of it. With this in 
mind we can put Darla Smoking  on front of dub sound here and now , aldo we can say we 
were not really ready for it or expecting  it.  Andrej Tomažin  - Odzven webzine 
 


